**JANUARY RAFFLE BLOCK**  
**FUSIBLE SNOWMAN**  
Block drawing will be at the January Meeting

We are skipping a December block. This cute Snowman will be for the Jan. meeting.  

**Fabric and Cutting Instructions** – 5 ½” square of light blue for background  
Black or Dk Gray for hat (and eyes if choose), Orange for nose, White for face, and something colorful for coat and hatband, any color.  

**Preparation** – Trace all pieces from full size diagram onto paper back of fusible product (steam-a-seam, wonder-under, etc). Helpful to put same color pieces together. Draw in mouth.

**NOTE** – Trace the nose as a mirror image of drawing.  
Roughly cut sections of fusible into sections (by fabric color). Adhere fusible per product instructions to appropriate color fabric.  
Draw mouth on face now, following line on fusible. Cut out pieces on drawn lines, leaving extra for underlap on top of face & coat and bottom of main hat part.  

**Construct the Snowman**  
Remove the backing from the fusible of each pieces. The coat should be placed ¼” from the edge of your background fabric. After fusing the coat, add rest of pieces one or two at a time and fuse.  

**Final Touches** – Eyes – use fused fabric, stitching or other embellishment. Mouth – if haven’t already, draw w/pigma marker, stitch or other method of choice.

Questions – call Sue McGuire 482-3075, Jeanette Mann 372-3216, or Carolyn McCray 372-4875.